
HILLS FOOD & CHOCOLATE RUN 
 

Wednesday 25th February 2015 

 

Great weather, beautiful Adelaide Hills, good friends, good food, chocolate, coffee a 

plenty and winding hills roads - MX5 paradise and a foodies delight!!   

  

 
 

Although some joined us for lunch only, a total of 40 people enjoyed the day – most 

enjoying top down motoring in a total of 22 cars.       Good to see so many familiar 

faces, but even more pleasing to see a number of new members joining in.   A particular 

welcome to Robert Menz - our newest member.   We enjoyed your company. 

 

The day started in the Magill Tower Inn Hotel carpark at around 9:45.  Cars headed 

off in two groups – quick and not so quick – on an enjoyable drive to Summertown where 

we rendezvoused at the Tregarthen Road Lions Park for morning tea.   The sun was 

shining but in the cool hills morning air, most were looking for a warm spot in which to 

enjoy their morning tea.  By the time we left the park the day had however warmed 

considerably on the way to its estimated top of 31⁰.  

 

Stage two, was a leisurely run to Melba’s Chocolate Factory where we were greeted by 

a sign welcoming MX5 Club members to the venue.  A nice touch.   The coffee was 

reported to be good and the amazing array of chocolates and confectionary simply mind 

boggling.  We joined a number of members who were taking the opportunity to stock up 

for Easter  Yum – will be interesting to see how much remains to be given away as 

Easter gifts!! 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Lunch at the Aldgate Pump Hotel was most enjoyable, albeit with somewhat slow 

service.   Although we did have a choice of eating outdoors, we were warned off by the 

proprietors who told us that we could be sharing lunch with a nearby nest of European 

Wasps.    Seemingly they are particularly partial to parmigiana topping!!   Made the 

decision to eat inside an easy one to make. 

 

Aldgate is a beautiful village and the run to it was most enjoyable – even if some 

covered a bit more ground than others getting there!      

 

For us, the day started particularly well when we heard someone say “coffee and 

chocolate – my kind of day”.   Indeed for us it turned out to be our kind of day also.   

Our first attempt at organising a run was a truly enjoyable experience – one which we’d 

love to repeat sometime in the future if we’re invited to do so. 

 

Our thanks to all who attended for taking the time to enjoy the run with us.  We’re 

grateful to you all. 

 

Wes & Paula  

 

 

  


